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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 1minHello! My name is Keelia Silvis, my pronouns are she/her, and I am so excited to be here today to talk to you about The Gender Spectrum!In college I double majored in Neuroscience and Psychology, I recently earned my Master in Public Health, and I currently work as the Manager of Communications, Education, and Engagement at the Center for Antiracism Research for Health Equity, or CARHE. In this presentation I will share academic perspectives and my own lived experience on Gender.Sharing link: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ndAbRYMxOfEEdxE6Ac3m-fYVp5JQjNs_83pLTpj8YAA/edit?usp=sharing Theme: “Eglamour” from Slides Carnival adapted for University of Minnesota School of Public Health branding. NOTE: This was created by Keelia Silvis as part of educational outreach for AP Psychology students at Irondale High School. Keelia has presented this to multiple classes of students for Ms. Stiles and Ms. Roisum since 2018, and has also used this presentation for sex ed and LGBTQ advocacy. Feel free to share this presentation with any friends or loved ones who might benefit from it. Contact Keelia directly at keelia.silvis@gmail.com for further questions.
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Today I’ll briefly introduce CARHE and our team, we will go over establishing agreements, we’ll go through the Genderbread Person, and then we will cover 
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Content Warning
● Gender, sex, and sexuality all 

exist on a beautiful spectrum! 

● But ugly stigma, oppression, and 
violence surround this beauty.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 1 minI want to be very clear: The complicated messy diversity of the sex, gender, and sexual spectrums is beautiful! Most of this presentation is joyful, because we are talking about what should be a joyful, healthy part of the human experience! However, there are very ugly realities of stigma, oppression, and violence that we also need to discuss to be true to the historical context and present lived experience of trans, nonbinary, intersex, and queer people. *Do NOT give this guest lecture unless you have had a discussion with the teacher about trauma-informed teaching and that you know the audience has permission, support, and space to take care of themselves. 



Content Warning
● This presentation must discuss 

the following topics:
○ Emotional abuse and trauma
○ Physical abuse and trauma
○ Sexual abuse and trauma
○ Medical abuse and trauma
○ Mental illness and self-harm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 1 minBecause of interpersonal, institutional, and structural oppression, to honestly and accurately cover this topic we need to discuss emotional, physical, sexual, and medical abuse and trauma, and mental illness and self-harm. You may have many different responses to these topics, including anxiety, sorrow, angery, numbness, or many other feelings.  I've already talked to your teacher, so I know that you are encouraged to take care of yourself and your mental wellbeing. But I want to reiterate that your emotional and mental safety is my top priority. Honor whatever feelings you may feel in response to these topics, and take care of yourself in a way that feels healthy to you. *Do NOT give this guest lecture unless you have had a discussion with the teacher about trauma-informed teaching and that you know the audience has permission, support, and space to take care of themselves. 



Establishing Agreements

1. This is a complicated topic, and 
you may feel many feelings in 
response to this discussion.

2. Everyone has bias—women can 
be misogynistic, queer folk can 
be homophobic.

3. I do not know everything!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 2minSo that content warning gives us preparation for some of the most complicated and triggering aspects of this presentation. But we also need to make three establishing agreements as a class:1. This is a complicated topic, one that can be intense in ways are joyful, and anxious, and fearful, and excited, and many other things! Please take care of yourselves, and give your classmates grace to take care of themselves too. Also note that throughout I will be sharing details about my life and identities, and I welcome you to as well! But you do exactly what makes you comfortable, and allow your peers to judge for themselves what or if they want to share as well.*2. I [Keelia Silvis] am a queer woman. But I can be homophobic even though I’m queer, and I can be misogynistic even though I’m a woman. We live in a society rife with interpersonal, institutional, and structural misogyny, homophobia, transphobia, not to mention racism and ableism and classism! So if I—or anyone in this classroom—messes up and does harm, let's try to call-in, acknowledge the impact of that harm (regardless of intent!), and grow. Because if admit harm and grow as individuals, we can see harm and create change in institutions.3. This last point is extremely important! Just because I am standing in front of this class does not mean I am the end-all, be-all expert on this topic. Far from it! I am limited by my own experiences, and I always will be! I've been giving a version of this presentation for over five years now, and every time I give it I learn something from you, even though I am the the "teacher"! If I get something wrong, I view it as an opportunity to learn. So if I'm wrong, and especially if I say or do something to hurt you, PLEASE tell me either in the class or afterwards anonymously through your teacher. Are we set? Do we all agree? [Wait for head nods/affirmations] ...Excellent! Let’s move on.*Do NOT give this guest lecture unless you have had a discussion with the teacher about trauma-informed teaching and that you know the audience has permission, support, and space to take care of themselves. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 3minI’m going to go through my own sex, gender, and sexual identities using It’s Pronounced Metrosexual’s wonderful Genderbread Person diagram. In traditional, heteronormative views of sex, gender, and sexuality, your biological sex "should" determine your gender identity, your sexual attraction, and sexual behavior. But in reality, these identities exist on a spectrum, not a binary!Biological Sex: I was assigned female at birth, and though I have never taken a genetic test, I do possess female primary sex characteristics like a vagina, uterus, fallopian tubes, ovaries, and also secondary characteristics like breasts and menstruation. Gender Identity & Expression: Eh. Cisgender woman? I guess? I use she/her pronouns, but I would be equally comfortable with they/them as with she/her. What that means is mostly I feel feminine, but sometimes I feel masculine, and sometimes I feel like neither at all! I don’t associate strongly with any gender identity. Sexuality: I am pansexual, which means I am attracted to people regardless of their sex or gender. I do have a strong preference for femme presenting women, but ultimately sex or gender aren’t deciding factors in my sexual attraction.Romanticity: I'm panromantic, which means sex/gender doesn’t play a role in my preferences in romantic attraction.Sexual Behavior: I am in a committed, long-term heterosexual relationship with a cisgender straight man, whom I married October of 2018.That was a very quick overview! Lets dive a little bit deeper, starting with biological sex.SourcesNon-Scholarly:Killermann, S. (2015, March 16). The Genderbread Person v3. Retrieval date: April 30, 2018, from It's Pronounced Metrosexual website: www.itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2015/03/the-genderbread-person-v3/Vlogbrothers (YouTube Channel). (2012, October 12). Human sexuality is complicated... [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXAoG8vAyzI 



Binary Sex

Female Male

Sex chromosomes XX XY

Gonads Two ovaries in abdominal cavity Two testes in divided scrotum

Sex hormones Estrogen, progesterone Testosterone

Internal genitalia
Vagina, uterus, fallopian tubes, perineal 
urethra skene's gland

Seminal vesicles, penile urethra, prostate 
gland

External genitalia Clitoris, labia, unfused perineum Penis, scrotum, fused perineum

Secondary sex 
characteristics

Breasts, menstrual cycle, "hourglass" 
figure

Facial and body hair, "triangular" figure

% of population ~48.5%-48.8% ~51.2%-~51.5%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 2minSo this is the version of biological sex that I was taught in sex-ed and biology class back in the late 2000s. Evolutionarily, binary sex arose as a way of producing genetically diverse offspring. Male/female sex characteristics have equivalent but functionally distinct traits. However, human biological sex is not a binary. It is much more complicated and beautiful!SourcesNon-Scholarly:Al Jazeera (YouTube Channel). (2010, June 20). China's one-child policy creates massive gender imbalance. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndWuq6AznmQ CIA (2017). Field Listing :: Sex Ratio. The World Factbook. Retrieved from https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2018.html CrashCourse (YouTube Channel). (2014, August 18). Let's Talk About Sex: Crash Course Psychology #27. [Video File]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qymp_VaFo9M CrashCourse (YouTube Channel). Reproductive System, part 2 - Male Reproductive System: Crash Course A&P 41. [Video file] Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XQcnO4iX_U CrashCourse (YouTube Channel). Reproductive System, part 1 - Female Reproductive System: Crash Course A&P #40. [Video File]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFDatCchpus FuseSchool - Global Education (2017, January 17). Puberty: The Hormones Involved | Biology for All | FuseSchool. [Video file] Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1m4Dyr1N18 MinuteEarth (YouTube Channel). (2014, September 04). Why Do We Have More Boys Than Girls? [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IaYhG11ckA Wolchover, N. (2011, September 09). Why are more boys born than girls? Live Science. Retrieved from https://www.livescience.com/33491-male-female-sex-ratio.htmlScholarly:Federman, D.D. (2006). The biology of human sex differences. New England Journal of MEdicine, 354: 1507-1514. DOI: 10.1056/NEJMra052529. https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMra052529James, W.H. & Grech, V. (2017). A review of the established and suspected causes of variations in human sex ratio at birth. Early Human Development, 109: 50-56. DOI: 10.1016/j.earlhumdev.2017.03.002. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378378217301159Schacht, R. & Smith, K.R. (2017). Causes and consequences of adult sex ratio imbalance in a historical U.S. population. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B, 372(1729). DOI: 10.1098/rstb.2016.0314 www.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/372/1729/20160314 



Non-Binary Sex
Female Non-binary Male

Sex 
chromosomes

XX XX; XY; XXY (Klinefelter); XYY (Jacob's); XXYY; XXXY XY

Gonads
Two ovaries in 
abdominal 
cavity

Ovatestes; 2+ ovaries; 1+ testes undescended (cryptorchidism); 
2+ two testes; 0 ovaries; 0 testes; co-occurence of a testis and 
an ovary

Two testes in 
divided 
scrotum

Sex hormones
Primarily 
estrogen, 
progesterone

Insensitivity to androgens (AIS); insensitivity to estrogen (EIS); 
sex hormone deficiency

Primarily 
testosterone

Internal 
genitalia

Vagina, uterus, 
fallopian tubes, 
perineal urethra 
skene's gland

Underdeveloped or missing vagina, uterus, and/or fallopian 
tubes (müllerian dysgenesis/agenesis); underdeveloped or 
missing seminal vesicles; vagina, uterus, and/or fallopian tubes 
in the presence of a penis; co-occurence of a seminal vesicle 
and a fallopian tube

Seminal 
vesicles, penile 
urethra, 
prostate gland

External 
genitalia

Clitoris, labia, 
unfused 
perineum

Enlarged clitoris (clitoromegaly); fused labia; perineal urethra 
and/or vagina in the presence of a penis; clitoral urethra

Penis, scrotum, 
fused perineum

Secondary sex 
characteristic
s

Breasts, 
menstrual cycle, 
"hourglass" 
figure

Lack of menstruation (amenorrhea); lack of breast development 
(micromastia); breast development in presence of a penis 
(gynecomastia); over-/underdevelopment of facial and/or body 
hair

Facial and body 
hair, 
"triangular" 
figure

% of 
population

~48% (??) ~1.7% (????) ~50% (??)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 4minSo here is that sex chart revisited.You’ll notice in the center yellow column that there are many more options than in the pink or blue, and that’s not nearly all of the possibilities! Whereas the binary definitions of male and female have the same combinations of chromosomes, gonads, etc, intersex individuals can have a whole variety of genetic and phenotypic characteristics depending on their development in utero or during puberty. I want to give you better statistics, but this is barely studied. Seriously, it’s ridiculous. Depending on the source, non-binary sex can occur as infrequently as 1 in 1,500 (0.7%) and as high as 2 in 100 (2%). This is poorly studied, and in plenty of places in the world research on it is suppressed. Filling up the research gap could be a possible career path for some of you!!! And if it is, tell me! I will trumpet it with all of the social media and networking power I am capable of!!Now that we’ve talked about non-binary sex characteristics, I want to specifically mention the intersex identity. Simply having non-binary sex characteristics does not always result in a medical or personal identification with the intersex identity. A woman who does not have a uterus congenitally or because of a surgery is not less of a woman; a man who cannot produce sperm because of a congenital condition, disease, or injury, is not less of a man. Because sex identity is not just about making babies!! It’s a complex and messy and beautiful mix of genes, development, and your brain.Having said that, the intersex identity is an important and horribly marginalized identity, one that too often experiences medical abuse. An intersex person is someone whose sex characteristics are enough in that yellow column that medical professionals can’t or won’t define them within one of the binary sexes based on physical characteristics from birth. As a contrasting example, a transgender individual who elects for reconstructive surgery or hormone treatment is not intersex. Beyond that, I’m going to let some intersex individuals continue explaining their identity with their own voices...SourcesNon-Scholarly:A Club of Change. Transgender, non-binary, intersex: Support & Activism Club. Retrieved from https://studentweb.bellevuecollege.edu/transactivism/intersex/what-is-intersex/ As/Is (YouTube Channel). (2015, March 28). What it's like to be intersex. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAUDKEI4QKI Cameron, D. (Date unknown). Caught between: An essay on intersexuality. Retrieved from www.isna.org/books/chrysalis/cameron Department of Biology (YouTube Channel). What Is Cryptorchidism? [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbtaMu7hzuc Intersex Society of North America (Date unknown). Androgen insensitivity syndrom (AIS). Retrieved from www.isna.org/faq/conditions/ais Intersex Society of North America (Date unknown). What is intersex? Retrieved from www.isna.org/faq/what_is_intersex Hida (2015, April 01). How common is intersex? An explanation of the stats. IC4E. https://www.intersexequality.com/how-common-is-intersex-in-humans/ Real Stories (YouTube Channel). (2017, August 07). Secret intersex: Born genderless (Medical documentary) - Real Story. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reilipcN4_Y Schneider, M, et al. (2006). Answers to your questions about individuals with intersex conditions. American Psychological Association. Retrieved fromn https://www.apa.org/topics/lgbt/intersex.pdf SciShow (2019, November 13). There Are More Than Two Human Sexes [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kT0HJkr1jj4 TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). (2016, October 21). Intersex people and the physics of judgement | Cecelia McDonald | TEDxBoulder. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKEGaSJi3bk TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). (2016, November 07). This girl has balls | Georgiann Davis | TEDxUNLV. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtjVqsIME2A Scholarly:Bouzouita, A., et al. (2014). Seminal vesicle agenesis: An uncommon cause of azoospermia. CAnadian Urological Association Journal, 8(3-4): E266-E269. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4001658/ Choussein, S. et al (2017). Mullerian dysgenesis: A critical review of the literature. Archives of Gynecology and Obstetrics, 295(6): 1369-1381. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00404-017-4372-2 Chung, E. & Brock, G.B. (2011). Cryptorchidism and its impact on male fertility: A state of art review of current literature. Canadian Urological Association Journal, 5(3): 210-214. DOI: 10.5489/cuaj.10106 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3114036/ Davis, G., Dewey, J. M., & Murphy, E. L. (2016). Giving Sex: Deconstructing Intersex and Trans Medicalization Practices. Gender & Society, 30(3), 490–514. https://doi.org/10.1177/0891243215602102. Retrieved from https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0891243215602102. Elumalai, G. & Egbunine, A.A.C.O. (2017). "Müllerian agenesis": Embryologic and clinical significance. Elixir Embryology, 102: 44488-44493. https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ganesh_Elumalai2/publication/313468913_MULLERIAN_AGENESIS_EMBRYOLOGIC_AND_CLINICAL_SIGNIFICANCE/links/589b3934aca2721ae1b77ed7/MUeLLERIAN-AGENESIS-EMBRYOLOGIC-AND-CLINICAL-SIGNIFICANCE.pdf Joel, D., Hänggi, J., & Pool, J. (2016). Reply to Glezerman: Why differences between brains of females and brains of males do not “add up” to create two types of brains. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 113(14) E1972. DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1600791113. www.pnas.org/content/113/14/E1972.short Kolon, T.F., Patel, R.P., & Huff, D.S. (2004). Cryptorchidism: Diagnosis, treatment, and long-term prognosis. Urologic Clinics of North America, 31(3):469-480. DOI: 10.1016/j.ucl.2004.04.009 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S009401430400059X?via%3Dihub Kolon, T.F., et al (2014). Evaluation and treatment of cryptorchidism: AUA guideline. The Journal of Urology, 192(2): 337-345). DOI: 10.1016/j.juro.2014.05.005. https://www.jurology.com/article/S0022-5347(14)03531-9/fulltext McQuillan, S.K. & Grover, S.R. (2013). Dilation and surgical management in vaginal agenesis: A systematic review. International Urogynecological Journal, 25(3): 299-311. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00192-013-2221-9 Mongan, N.P., et al (2015). Androgen insensitivity syndrome. Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism. DOI: 10.1016/j.beem.2015.04.005.  https://www.bprcem.com/article/S1521-690X(15)00028-7/fulltext 



As/Is: What It’s Like To Be Intersex

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 5minWe’re going to watch a video to hear from actual intersex individuals about their identities and their experiences.[after video]Ok, so I graduated from high school in 2010, and I have a serious question: Were non-binary sex characteristics and the intersex identity taught during your health or biology classes? Because we definitely did not when I was going through health classes. [Wait for answers] Health class is embarrassing and stressful enough; I can’t imagine going through it with an intersex identity. Here you are supposed to be learning about you, having trusted teachers answering questions you are too afraid to ask yourself. And to not have your biology, your identity even present? It would be so isolating. That’s one of the reasons I prioritized this topic in this presentation. Even with the not-good statistics we have available, there are almost certainly individuals in your school non-binary sex characters, possibly even in this class. And they are totally normal, totally valid. And they are not alone.SourcesNon-Scholarly:As/Is (YouTube Channel). (2015, March 28). What it's like to be intersex. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAUDKEI4QKI 



Gender Roles: Clothing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 2minBut! Moving on past biological sex, let's talk about gender. Gender is a mix of how you feel in your brain, how you interact with people around you, and the pressures of society. One of the most visible ways that society affects gender roles and presentation is clothing. Here are a number of traditional gendered clothes from different cultures. Gotta love those ridiculous, poofy Victorian dresses, amirite? But we still have gendered clothing today!Have any of you been teased for wearing a certain type of clothing that was too “girly” or too “boyish”? [Raises own hand] Be honest, have you ever teased someone else for the same reason? [Raises own hand, wait for answers] Though the reverse was true only a few decades ago, women now actually have much more freedom than men to wear what they like. Dresses, suits, skirts, pants, all of it is basically acceptable for women. On the other hand, there are plenty of clothes that men “can’t” wear because it would mean they were effeminate or “gay.” One noticeable example of this is...CitationsNon-scholarly:ArtsyBee. Fashion Man Woman Cane. [Image file]. Retrieved from https://pixabay.com/en/fashion-man-woman-cane-1800s-1359963/ Bain, M. (May 8, 2019). Pants pioneers: A brief history of women's fight to wear pants. Quartzy. Retrieved from: https://qz.com/quartzy/1597688/a-brief-history-of-women-in-pants/ Barrow, M. Victorian clothes. [Image file]. Retrieved from www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/victorians/clothes.html Grandidier, A. (1873). Sinhalese men and women wearing traditional costumes, Sri Lanka. [Image file]. Retrieved from https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/illustration/sinhalese-men-and-women-wearing-traditional-costumes-sri-stock-graphic/709105983 Indian Pictures (2015, December 04). Ogala Lakota Sioux headdress picture gallery. [Image file]. Retrieved from https://indianspictures.blogspot.com/2015/12/ogala-lakota-sioux-headdress-picture.html Iyas Yasyirah (1915-20). Islam Ottoman Turkish family. [Image file]. Retrieved from https://www.pinterest.com/pin/450571137705274190/ Sugihara, H. (1944). Chiune and Yukiko Sugihara pose in traditional Japanese yukata (Chiune) and kimono (Yukiko). [Image file]. Retrieved from https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/pa1071770 Unknown. (2015, March 13). Africa | “Ready to wed” Somali Nomads, 1920’s. || Photographer unknown. [Image file] Retrieved from www.vintagebrides.tumblr.com/post/113536994588/africa-ready-to-wed-somali-nomads-1920s 



Gender Roles: Clothing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 1min...the romper!!!GUYS SHOULD BE ABLE TO WEAR ROMPERS.Seriously! It is the perfect type of clothing! Today I wore a one-piece, basically just a long legged romper, just to prove how great they are. Look how high I can kick my legs! Look how easily I can dance around! [does thoroughly silly, exaggerated dances and kicks and poses] And I can slip this on easily in the morning, no sweat, just pop in on and go. The only issue is that with bio-female plumbing, I need to basically get undressed, but that issue can be eliminated with a penis and a zipper. Yet guys are “gay” or “feminine” if they wear this perfect, perfect clothing. It’s ridiculous!Now, this is a silly, joky-joky example of why gender norms are silly. But social expectations go much deeper than that, into important character traits…CitationsNon-scholarly:Ahmed, T. (2017-05-16). Someone invented a romper for men, because of course they did. Newsweek. Retrieved from www.newsweek.com/introducing-romphim-someone-invented-romper-men-because-course-they-did-609959 



Gender Roles: Traits

Female Male

Emotional Logical

Compliant Confident

Passive Active

Cooperative Independent

Empathetic Unempathetic

Gentle Violent

Chaste Promiscuous

Nurturing Disciplinary

Tactful Blunt

Tender Tough

Weak Strong

Flexible Inflexible

Unintelligent Intelligent

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 2minHere is a chart of traditional stereotypes about traditional Western gender roles. Do you see anything here that you think doesn’t belong in a traditional view? More importantly, do you see anything that you think doesn’t describe you, even if it aligns with your persona gender identity? Do you see anything that even offends you?[interaction]There can be consequences to both genders if they do not fit into these roles. How many times have you heard a boy or man ridiculed if he cries? How many times have you heard a girl or woman called “bossy” (or another “b” word) if she takes on a leadership role?Now what about careers? SourcesNon-Scholarly:National Geographic (YouTube Channel). (2016, December 18). Hear kids' honest opinions on being a boy or girl around the world | National Geographic. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B3ea7IGwLA TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). I've lived as a man & a woman -- here's what I learned | Paula Stone Williams | TEDxMileHigh. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrYx7HaUlMY Scholarly:Joel, D., Hänggi, J., & Pool, J. (2016). Reply to Glezerman: Why differences between brains of females and brains of males do not “add up” to create two types of brains. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 113(14) E1972. DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1600791113. www.pnas.org/content/113/14/E1972.short 



Gender Roles: Careers

Female Male

Housewife Breadwinner

Humanities fields STEM fields

Nurse Doctor

Flight attendant Pilot

Social worker Police officer

Receptionist Manager

Beautician Mechanic

Caretaker Soldier

Service professional Scientist

Cheerleader Coach

Designer Programmer

PTA Member Politician

First Lady President

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 2minAgain, I’m going to ask you those questions: Do you see anything here that you think doesn’t belong in a traditional view? More importantly, do you see anything that you think doesn’t describe your career goals, even if it aligns with your identity? Do you see anything that even offends you?[interaction]As a woman, I’m going to be straight up with you, that though my current job is as empowering and inclusive as anyone could wish for: I have been sexually harassed in the workplace. I had to leave a beloved job because the older male company owner hit on me and told me sexually explicit stories so vulgar that I cannot repeat them in this setting. Almost all of my femme friends have experienced this at one job or another in their lives. If you go to the wrong job, or if you get too good at that job, men reassert their dominance by reminding you what women are actually good for. It sucks.Again, I hope that some of these offend you. I hope you look at this and say, “No, that’s not right.” Or at the very least, “No, that’s changing.” Because while your gender does change how you feel as an individual and how you feel you fit into society, it does not influence your talents, your intelligence, your work ethic, your ambition: In short, it does not affect your innate capability to succeed in any career.As I keep saying and will continue to say, people are messy and complicated and beautiful. Binary gender “F” or “M” boxes can’t capture that beauty and complexity.On the next slide, I am have created a spreadsheet of unique masculine, feminine, and non-binary gender identities from western culture and across the world, unique identities that play a role in how people fit into those cultures and histories. Before I change slides, does anyone want to guess how many I list? 2? 10? 20? [Wait for responses]. Ok, here’s what we have...SourcesNon-Scholarly:European Institute for Gender Equality (YouTube Channel). (2017, August 17). Gender stereotypes and education. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrZ21nD9I-0 National Geographic (YouTube Channel). (2016, December 18). Hear kids' honest opinions on being a boy or girl around the world | National Geographic. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B3ea7IGwLA Palmer, K. (2012, August 09). Lasting gender sterotypes in the workplace. YouGov: Lifestyle. https://today.yougov.com/topics/lifestyle/articles-reports/2012/08/09/lasting-gender-roles-workplaceThebaud, S. & Doering, L. (2017, July 23). How a job acquires a gender (and less authority if it's female). The Conversation. www.theconversation.com/how-a-job-acquires-a-gender-and-less-authority-if-its-female-79164 Upworthy (YouTube Channel). (2016, September 01). Kids' assumptions toward gender roles are turned around at career day in school. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3Aweo-74kY Scholarly:Albanesi, S. & Olivetti, C. (2016). Gender roles and medical progress. Journal of Political Economy, 124(3): 650-695. DOI: 10.1086/686035. https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.1086/686035 Croft, A., et al (2014). The second shift reflected in the second generation: Do parents' gender roles at home predict children's aspriations? Psychological Science, 25(7): 1418-1428. www.journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0956797614533968 Halpern, H.P. & Perry-Jenkins, M. (2015). Parents' gender ideology and gendered behavior as predictors of children's gender-role attitudes: A longitudinal exploration. Sex Roles, 74(11-12): 527-542. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11199-015-0539-0 Huang, Q. & Gambel, J. (2015). Social expectations, gender and job satisfaction: Front-line employees in China's retail sector. Human Resource Management Journal, 25(3): 331-347. DOI: 10.1111/1748-8583.12066. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1748-8583.12066 Gascoigne, C., Parry, E., & Buchanan, D. Extreme work, gendered work? How extreme jobs and the discourse of "personal choice" perpetuate gender inequality. Organization 22(4): 457-475. DOI: 10.1177/1350508415572511. www.journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1350508415572511 MacNell, L, Driscoll, A., & Hunt, A.N. (2015). What's in a name: Exposing gender bias in student ratings of teaching. Innovative Higher Education, 40(4): 291-303 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10755-014-9313-4?nr_email_referer=1McDowell, J. (2015). Masculinity and non-traditional occupations: Men's talk in women's work. Gender, Work & Organization, 22(3): 273-291. DOI: 10.1111/gwao.12078. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gwao.12078 Silbermann, R. (2015). Gender roles, work-life balance, and running for office. Quarterly Journal of Political Science, 10(2): 123-153. DOI: 10.1561/100.00014087. https://www.nowpublishers.com/article/Details/QJPS-14087 



Gender Identity
Feminine Non-binary Masculine

cisgender woman agender cisgender man

transfeminine adrogyne transmasculine

transgender woman bigender transgender man

drag queen (nonconformist gender 
expression)

third gender zachar (Judaic cisgender man)

nekeivah (Judaic cisgender woman) pangender/genderqueer/trigender ay'lonit (Judaic transgender man)

saris (Judaic transgender woman) gender-bender oroané (Bugis cisgender man)

mukkunrai (Bugis cisgender woman) boi calalai (Bugis transgender man)

calabai (Bugis transgender woman) gender questioning
koekchuch (Kamchatkan transgender 
man)

fakaleiti (Tongan transgender woman) androgynos (intersex Judaic bigender individual) pak nyah (Malaysian transgender man)

femminielli (Neapolitan transgender 
woman)

tumtum (intersex Judaic agender/bigender 
individual)

burrnesha (celibate Albanian 
transgender men)

mak nyah (Malaysian transgender 
woman)

bissu (Bugis adrogynous/pangender)

fa'afine (Samoan third gender)
galli (Roman transgender/agender priests to 
Cybele)

khanith (Omani third gender)
māhū (Hawaiian agender/genderqueer 
individual)

baklâ (Filipino third gender) mukhannath (Islamic transgender individual)

muxe (Oaxacan third gender) travesti (Latin American transgener individual)

winkte (Lakota sacred third gender) two-spirit (First Nations third gender)

hijara (South Asian third gender)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 4minSo. The total is 43. Were you surprised by the amount? [Wait for responses] Just so you know, I could have gone way further with the terms, but I had already spent 6 hours and I was literally running out of room on the slide.Do any of you recognize some of the identities up here? Are there any that are any that are new? Heads up, if any of y’all say that you were familiar with all of these, y’all are liars. I had never heard of half of these before, and I have taken 300 level college courses on gender and year-long workplace certificate courses on diversity. I can go through a few to start, but is there anything you have questions about initially? [Wait for responses]Now, who has heard of “pronouns”? [wait for responses] That’s right! Pronouns acknowledge that your gender identity might not match your biological/visible sex. That’s why I introduced my pronouns, she/her,  as well as my name at the beginning of the presentation. We’ve already learned that biological sex is messy and complicated and beautiful, and gender is messy and complicated and beautiful too! You can’t tell a person’s gender--how they feel--just by looking at them. So if someone asks to be called she/her [gestures at self], call them she/her. But if I had instead asked to be called masculine he/him, or gender-neutral they/them, using those preferred pronouns would show respect and empathy for me and my identity.The beautiful complexity of gender identities is why you might have heard the term “gender spectrum.” Because frankly, when you get rid of cumbersome spreadsheets like this, gender and pronouns get wayyy easier.SourcesNon-Scholarly:AJ+ (YouTube Channel). (2016, February 25). Two spirits, one dance for Native American artist. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OB0wdzogy0 Allure (YouTube Channel). (2018, February 08). "RuPaul’s Drag Race" cast explains the history of drag culture | Allure. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHlE3RIkRi0 As/Is (YouTube Channel). (2015, August 19). What is female masculinity? [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSCDQj21Jjo As/Is (YouTube Channel). (2015, December 19). Transgender-cisgender couple talk about their relationships. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKndya58NHc As/Is (YouTube Channel). (2016, April 02). What it's like to be an androgynous female model. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWpr9XvVt1g Ask Japanese (YouTube Channel). (2016, November 30). LGBT in Japan - Japanese Opinions on lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgender. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gds2_3pHqUw Barcroft TV (YouTube Channel). (2017, July 26). "I'm the scary transgender person the media warned you about" | MY TRANS LIFE. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3M2kd_VmeM BBC News (YouTube Channel). (2015, August 16). Life as a transgender person in Egypt - BBC News. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EomYQwkbRjk BBC News (YouTube Channel). (2017, February 21). Gay, trans, and illegal in Lebanon - BBC Pop Up. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6y-hgqD7vvs Brian Favorite (YouTube Channel). (2017, May 25). The queendom of Tonga with credits. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xl1FDhyDWMU Broadly (YouTube Channel). (2016, March 22). Meet the consultant teaching trans women how to be "feminine". [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACVM1BUY8tY BuzzFeedVideo (YouTube Channel). (2016, December 11). Questions non trans people are too afraid to ask. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZPlFULFTpc BuzzFeedVideo (YouTube Channel). (2018, January 14). Trans people answer the most googled questions about the trans experience. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htaprlsWWhs Drake Bear Stephen (YouTube Channel). (2013, December 27). Two spirits: Gender idenity as a spirtual journey. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVZiOex04x8 Ganesh Prabhakran (YouTube Channel). (2017, May 31). Khanith - (trailer) The documentary of transgender fest. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynVYQdj4Z_U Gerard Mosterd (YouTube Channel). (2012, January 22). Bissu priests, transgender priests from the Bugis in Southern Sulawesi. Part1. [Video file] Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFIg-7GSk84 Gerard Mosterd (YouTube Channel). (2012, January 22). Bissu priests, transgender priests from the Bugis in Southern Sulawesi. Part2. [Video file] Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=484R-iDftjU GQ (YouTube Channel). (2014, March 10). The sworn virgins of Albania. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4G47jIVoXWM I-D (YouTube Channel). (2017, June 21). i-D meets: Tokyo's genderless youth. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrYJE1sFVd8 Indefilm (YouTube Channel). (2016, June 15. Prophet Mohammad embraced transgenders. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSWGZPpZVBo Kukla, E. (2015, June 1). More than just male and female: Sojourn. The six genders in classical Judaism. www.sojourngsd.org/blog/sixgenders Kumu Hina - Tonga Leitis in Waiting (YouTube Channel). (2015, April 03). The meaning of mahu. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pCThN5y46Q M4garrido (YouTube Channel). (2011, January 16). As They Are: Two spirits in two worlds (part 1). [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IjeCbcZxkk M4garrido (YouTube Channel). (2011, January 16). As They Are: Two spirits in two worlds (part 2). [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KE3_CrjmnKg  M4garrido (YouTube Channel). (2011, January 16). As They Are: Two spirits in two worlds (part 3). [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHtwrwc0VD8  Marsh, M. (2015, August 07). The "androgynos" in Jewish legal context. Sojourn. www.sojourngsd.org/blog/androgynos Marsh, M. (2015, September 18). The "tumtum" in Jewish legal context. Sojourn. www.sojourngsd.org/blog/tumtum National Geographic (YouTube Channel). (2008, October 21). Five genders? | National Geographic. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9VmLJ3niVo National Geographic (YouTube Channel). (2017, February 12). Third gender: An entrancing look at Mexico's muxes | Short Film Showcase. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1ZvDRxZlb0 Oompher (YouTube Channel). (2016, August 14). Meet talented fakaleiti icon Amanaki Prescott-Faletau - Oompher. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZ4uab-XJEI Pacificbeatst (YouTube Channel). (2010, April 11). Pacific Beat ST ep 167 - What is a fa'afafine. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GV_g6X2PEvs PBSHawaiiorg (YouTube Channel). (2015, November 12). PBS Hawaii presens: A place in the middle. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JqObHiBin8 Queer Voices (2015, April 28). The beautiful way Hawaiian culture embraces a particular kind of transgender identity. Huffington Post. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/04/28/hawaiian-culture-transgender_n_7158130.html Real Stories. (YouTube Channel). (2016, November 22). Transgender kids (LGBT documentary) - Real Stories. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qV8b8hsQups Real Storeis (YouTube Channel). (2016, December 30). Transgenders: Pakistan's open secret (LGBT documentary) - Real Stories. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvehhXaFh8U Refinery29 (YouTube Channel). (2014, November 26). India's transgender community: The hijara | Style Out There | Refinery29. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgw7M-JABMg Refinery29 (YouTube Channel). (2018, March 10). Tel Aviv’s drag scene is NOT what you think | Style Out There | Refinery29. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9B2P-DHnHEY  RT Documentary (YouTube Channel). (2016, December 16). The virgins. Albania's sworn virgins who pursue a true man's path. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDGCehwKBEU Seventeen (2017, July 05). Why Gender Pronouns Matter [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iKHjl5xAaA SocialHostage (YouTube Channel). (2017, August 02). Gender oppressed kids | Nonbinary gender neutral parenting. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eUZW1KDg24 TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). (2013, December 11). Hey doc, some boys are born girls: Decker Moss at TEDxColumbus. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOmstbKVebM TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). (2015, June 24). Gender is not a straight line. | Charlie Hobman | TEDxYouth@Frankston. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NI0yARyFoIM TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). (2016, January 19). Proud to call you my transgender son | Skip Pardee | TEDxReno. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW8Plf_IXGs TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). (2016, April 01). Are you a boy or a girl? - You don't define me | Becky Strohmer | TEDxEAL. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEOc5a5qvmM TEDx Talks (YouTube Channel). (2016, December 5). A trans man at the doctor's | Toby Walker | TEDxCoventGardenWomen. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-h9WBtGHd4 The Feed (YouTube Channel). (2013, July 16). Fa'afafine: Samoan boys raised as girls | The Feed. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9xvkCa63Js The Guardian (YouTube Channel). (2017, October 27). Muxes. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiek6JxYJLs TheCoconetTV (YouTube Channel). (2017, November 16). Fa'afafine Documentary. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmmWroAFxzg VICE (YouTube Channel). (2013, July 18). Mexico's third gender. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Bhp7i7WNcM Vision Maker Media (YouTube Channel). (2013, November 11). "Two spirit" - Injunuity. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDyaknNmg28 Scholarly:Besnier, N. (1997). Sluts and superwomen: The politics of gender liminality in urban Tonga. Ethnos, 62(1-2): 5-31. DOI: 10.1080/00141844.1997.9981542. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00141844.1997.9981542 Chhetri, G. (2017). Perceptions about the "third gender" in Nepal. Dhaulagiri Journal of Sociology and Anthropology, 11: 96-114. DOI: 10.3126/dsaj.v11i0.18824. https://www.nepjol.info/index.php/DSAJ/article/view/18824 Douglas, J. (2015). Gay pride and prejudice in the Pacific. Labour & Industry, 25(3): 196-204. DOI: 10.1080/10301763.2015.1064067 https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10301763.2015.1064067 Egner, J. & Maloney, P. (2016). "It has no color, it has no gender, it's gender bending": Gender and sexuality fluidity and subversiveness in drag performance. Journal of Homosexuality, 63(7): 875-903. DOI: 10.1080/00918369.2015.1116345. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00918369.2015.1116345 Farran, S. & Su'a, A. (2005). Criminal law and fa'afafine and fakaleiti in the South Pacific. Commonwealth Law Bulletin, 31(1): 19-31. DOI: 10.1080/03050718.2005.9986663. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03050718.2005.9986663 Greaf, C. (2015). Drag queens and gender identity. Journal of Gender Studies, 25(6): 655-665. DOI: 10.1080/09589236.2015.1087308. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/09589236.2015.1087308 Heller, M. (2016). Is she he? Drag discourse and drag logic in online media reports of gender variance. Feminist Media Studies, 16(3): 445-459. DOI: 10.1080/14680777.2015.1114004. Retrieved from https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14680777.2015.1114004 Herbert, S. (2010). Butch/femme, f2m, pregnant man, tranny-boi: Gender issues in the lesbian community. Journal of Gay & Lesbian Mental Health, 14(1): 70-78. DOI: 10.1080/19359700903407973. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/19359700903407973 Hillier, L. et al (2010). Writing themselves in 3: the third national study on the sexual health and wellbeing of same sex attracted and gender questioning young people. Australian Researcher Center in Sex, Health, and Society (LaTrobe). DOI: 10.4225/50/557E5B674A9CD. www.apo.org.au/node/53195 McGlashan, H. & Fitzpatrick, K. (2018). "I use any pronouns, and I’m questioning everything else": Transgender youth and the issue of gender pronouns. Sex Education, 18(3): 239-252. DOI: 10.1080/14681811.2017.1419949. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14681811.2017.1419949 Miller, L.R. & Grollmna, E.A. (2015). Sociological Forum, 30(3): 809-831. DOI: 10.1111/socf.12193. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/socf.12193 Myers, S.C. (2017). Embracing uncertainty: Evaluating the traditional Christian approach to transgenderism (Senior honors thesis). Retrieved from www.digitalcommons.liberty.edu/honors/667/ Narauskaite, G. (2016). "Travesti identity: Polysemy of gender and sexuality, body transformations. Logos (Lithuania): 185-191. https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311789794_Travesti_Identity_Polysemy_of_Gender_and_Sexuality_Body_Transformations Roscoe, W. (1996). Priests of the goddess: Gender transgression in ancient religion. History of Religions, 35(3). https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/1062813.pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3Aa590ba8008d22b856f145c87d3cfc55e Sarcheshmehpour, Z., Abdullah, R., & Alkali, M.B. (2018). Gender change of transsexuals in Shariah: An analysis. Journal of Shariah Law Research, 3(1). www.jummec.um.edu.my/index.php/JSLR/article/view/10774 Smith, T.E. (2018). Negotiated selves: Trans, agender, and genderqueer youth. Qualitative Research in Psychology. DOI: 10.1080/14780887.2018.1429848. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14780887.2018.1429848 Uddin, M. (2017). Inheritance of hermaphrodite (khuntha) under the Muslim Law: An overview. Beijing Law Review, 8: 226-237. DOI: 10.4236/blr.2017.82013. www.heinonline.org/HOL/Page?handle=hein.journals/beijlar8&div=14&g_sent=1&casa_token=&collection=journalsWarren, J.C., Smalley, K.B., & Barefoot, K.N. (2016). Psychological well-being among transgender and genderqueer individuals. International Journal of Transgenderism, 17(3-4): 114-123. DOI: 10.1080/15532739.2016.1216344. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15532739.2016.1216344?src=recsys  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 3minThis is a representation of the Gender Spectrum. It’s pretty beautiful, isn’t it? A whole spectrum of colors. This is completely different from biological sex, this is about your gender--how you feel, and how you fit into your society. I use she/her pronouns, and I would probably be in the “Accept” and “Feminine” quadrant, but in the not-too-extreme white space towards the middle. This is why experts at CARHE and other reproductive health experts use the gender-neutral term "birthing people" instead of gendered terms like "mothers." A man--a [Explanations. Try to include transgender, agender, gender bender, Gaston, drag queens, etc. Include preferred pronouns in each example. If time allows, ask for fictional/Disney characters and place them on the spectrum as examples.]Unfortunately, we don’t live in a society that always views this as beautiful. If you are agender, genderqueer, transgender, etc etc, it gets much worse very quickly. But I think that learning about the messy beauty is empowering, even inspiring. SourcesNon-Scholarly:As/Is (2015, March 16). Why Pronouns Matter For Trans People [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_yBGQqg7kMBuzzFeedVideo (2019, April 13). Queer And Straight People Discuss Gender Identity [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtxH0woBLW8Erin Jensen (YouTube Channel). (2017, April 27). Bill Nye on sexuality and gender spectrum. [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQDBNJ3mPa0 Kilman, C. (2013, Summer). The gender spectrum: Move beyond the pink/blue binary to support students who don’t conform to narrow gender norms. Teaching Tolerance. https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/summer-2013/the-gender-spectrum Seventeen (2017, July 05). Why Gender Pronouns Matter [Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iKHjl5xAaATom Scott (2013, July 05). Gender Neutral Pronouns: They're Here, Get Used To Them [Video file]. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46ehrFk-gLk  Scholarly:Fournier, M. et al (2016). They, them, theirs & beyond: The gender spectrum @ HSU. Humboldt Journal of Social Relations, 1(38). https://digitalcommons.humboldt.edu/hjsr/vol1/iss38/14/ 



Words Matter—
Why CARHE uses the 

term "birthing people"

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the Center for Antiracism Research for Health Equity, one of our primary research focuses is health outcomes for birthing people and their babies. Note that I used the gender neutral-term birthing people, not the gendered term mothers. That is because we are experts, and experts use careful terms because words matter. As experts, we strive to use language that is both accurate and inclusive in our language. As gender identity is separate from biological sex, we use the term "birthing people" instead of "women" or "mothers" to (1) accurately separate biological reproduction from gender identity and to (2) inclusively capture transgender and nonbinary people with uteri. So when we use the terms "birthing people" and also "pregnant people," we are acknowledging all of the possible diversity of primary and secondary sex traits that we saw on that pink, blue, and yellow chart earlier in the presentation. We are acknowledging that gender, which is what you feel in your brain and when you interact with your society, is not the same as your biological sex! We are also decoupling parenthood from gender. Whether it is the cruel stigma that an infertile woman is less of a woman simply because of a quirk of her primary sex organs, or the sexist bias that men aren't as loving or devoted parents as women, or the misogynistic stereotype that motherhood is a central pillar to the definition of womanhood itself, we at CARHE reject these toxic assumptions!Gender is not the same as biological sex. Biological sex exists on a spectrum, gender exists on a spectrum, and they are both separate. So it is critical that experts like those at CARHE—and ideally our whole society!—use the accurate term "birthing people."Further learning:Human Rights Campaign. Unpreceedented onslaught of state legislation targeting transgender Americans. 2022.Freedom for All Americans. Legislative Tracker: Anti-transgender Legislation. 2022.American Civil Liberties Union. Protecting the rights of transgender parents and their children: A guide for parents and lawyers. 2013-03.Godfrey-Isaacs L. What's in a Name — Gender Inclusion in Maternity and Beyond. 2019-02-08.CARHE. Celebrating Black Maternal Health Week 2022. 2022-04-11.Congresswoman Cori Bush via Twitter: Testimony on experiences of Black birthing people. 2021-05-06.Diaz J, Nakajima K, & Underwood N. 7 persistent claims about abortion, fact-checked. Via NPR; see specifically the debunk of the claim that only cis-gender women seek abortions. 



Words Matter—Why CARHE 
uses the term "birthing people"

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It's also really important to include nonbinary and trans birthing people when we are talking about reproductive health. In many parts of the country, even in places here in Minnesota, legislators are proposing and passing terrifying laws that attack the dignity, personhood, autonomy of trans youth and adults, including ripping apart families. This is unjust. It is harmful, hateful, and disgusting. There are enough access barriers already in health care and other institutions due to interpersonal and institutional transphobia. Codifying these forms of structural transphobia into laws is despicable. Because, I mean, look at this! Look at this love!! Being trans or nonbinary does not impact your ability to be a wonderful, loving parent. And everytime we at CARHE use the accurate, inclusive, and just kinder terms of "birthing people" and "pregnant people," we are normalizing beautiful families like this, normalizing the health and dignity of ALL birthing people, and doing our part to create a more just future. Further learning:Human Rights Campaign. Unpreceedented onslaught of state legislation targeting transgender Americans. 2022.Freedom for All Americans. Legislative Tracker: Anti-transgender Legislation. 2022.American Civil Liberties Union. Protecting the rights of transgender parents and their children: A guide for parents and lawyers. 2013-03.Godfrey-Isaacs L. What's in a Name — Gender Inclusion in Maternity and Beyond. 2019-02-08.CARHE. Celebrating Black Maternal Health Week 2022. 2022-04-11.Congresswoman Cori Bush via Twitter: Testimony on experiences of Black birthing people. 2021-05-06.Diaz J, Nakajima K, & Underwood N. 7 persistent claims about abortion, fact-checked. Via NPR; see specifically the debunk of the claim that only cis-gender women seek abortions. Photo sources:Kayden Coleman and his daughter Jurnee via USA Today's Rheana Murray "A lot of trauma": Trans parents say medical system isn't set up for their pregnancies. Bennet Kaspar-Williams & his family via NZ Herald's Transgender man who gave birth slams nurses who called him 'mum'.Trystan Reese & his family via USA Today's Pregnant people: Transgender, nonbinary parents give birth, too.



External Influences on
Gender Identity & Expression

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we're back from lunch, I want to briefly talk about external influences on gender and sexuality. Can you think of any? (HINT!: We've talked about a LOT over the course of this presentation!



External Influences on
Gender Identity & Expression

family 
expectations

media 
representations 

(or lack thereof)

religious beliefs

peer pressure

discrimination 
(societal, economic, legal, 

workplace, etc)

bullying

societal 
expectations

legal protections
(or lack thereof)

friendships

personal safety

education
(or lack thereof)

role-models/
mentors

access to 
healthcare

(or lack thereof)

family 
members

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 3minSOCIETY AFFECTS THISSocietal expectations, religious beliefs, family pressures, friend groups, media, etc etc etcHere are some I came up with in no particular order. You came up with some of these yourself. Do you see anything up here that you think doesn’t belong or you would like an explanation of? What am I missing?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 2minI want to end on this slide and with this message: IT'S OK TO BE QUESTIONING. Gender identity--and sexual and romantic identity—are journeys. They are messy and beautiful and complicated. They are what's in your body and brain, and it's the context of where you live, learn, and play. So be kind and patient with yourselves and with others. 



Resources
Direct contact:
● ME! Email me at 

keelia.silvis@gmail.com

Minnesotan advocacy groups:
● LGBT Therapists
● Twin Cities Pride

National advocacy groups:
● Gay and Lesbian Alliance 

Against Defamation 
(GLAAD)

● Human Rights Campaign 
(HRC)

● Trevor Project

Media
YouTube channels:
● Sexplanations
● TEDx Talks

Podcasts:
● Making Gay History 
● Savage Lovecast
● Sawbones

○ James Barry, Gender 
Confirmation, 
Conversion Therapy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time: 1minFurther resources! Feel free to dig through this presentation, and email me at any time! 

mailto:keelia.silvis@gmail.com
http://www.lgbttherapists.org
https://www.tcpride.org/resources/community-directory/
https://www.glaad.org/
https://www.glaad.org/
https://www.hrc.org/
https://www.thetrevorproject.org/
https://www.youtube.com/user/sexplanations
https://www.youtube.com/user/TEDxTalks/featured
http://www.makinggayhistory.com
https://www.savagelovecast.com/
http://www.maximumfun.org/shows/sawbones
http://www.maximumfun.org/sawbones/sawbones-dr-james-barry
http://www.maximumfun.org/sawbones/sawbones-incomplete-history-gender-confirmation
http://www.maximumfun.org/sawbones/sawbones-conversion-therapy-part-1
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